
Post Interview/ Meeting Notes 
 

Team _Konnected Keweenaw_                   Date 2/22/19       Scientist involved?     Yes  

Attendees: 
Students: Andy, Jeremy, Hunter, Kristoff, Cristina, Robin, Tyler 
Scientists: Ryan, Don 
 
I. Communication Medium: In-person (face-to-face) 

II. Meeting Length: 60 Minutes 

III. Stage of Development: Prototype design 

IV. Important Points during Meeting 
 

1)  Must maintain pathways to things you weren't looking for that are in the same 
space as someone is searching for. Display the people of buildings nearby that is not 
exactly what the user searched for in order to draw the user in to more stories. 
 

2)  Floating left panel is not a first priority. A static design is ok to have dedicated 
space. 
 

3)  Filtering will be done by location, year, tags, and media type. When implementing 
this, start with time/year because this will be simplest. 
 

4)  Future Ideas include making precurrated searches in order to give a user who isn't 
looking for something in particular a place to start. 
 

5) Dots: If grouping dots, don't make users zoom in too far before they are all 
displayed. The scientists seemed to like the on-hover property idea in order to 
quickly show what story is told at each dot. Also, we need to make the dots appear 
dynamically according to searches. Idea: All start as gray and then once searched 
overlay pink dots that don't have any click properties. (so you don't have 
overlapping functions) 
 

6) Expand results to view a story in a larger window is something we should look into 
to find the best way to do this. 
 

V. Next Meeting Time: 3/6/19 at 5pm (check in via slack) 
 
VI. Action Items: These are tasks that we should be working on before next meeting. 
 

1)  Use slack more often to keep in touch with scientists. This should be an open 
communication line so that we can progress quickly. Can post ideas of design to get 
feedback before having to wait for next meeting. 
 

2)  Need to get more solid mock up designs for the site to the scientists for review. 
Should be communicated using slack for feedback on designs. 



 


